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ABSTRACT 
Face annotation for personal photos has a number of potential 
applications in Multimedia Information Retrieval (MIR). We 
propose a novel face annotation method that systematically 
combines contextual information of photos with traditional Face 
Recognition (FR) technologies. To overcome the limitations of 
conventional FR-based annotation approaches, situation and 
person clustering methods are proposed based on context of 
personal photos. By relying on the proposed clustering methods, 
multiple facial images that belong to the same person are applied 
to subspace FR methods. This allows traditional FR methods to 
take advantages of feature- or measurement-level fusion strategies 
for automatic annotation of faces on personal photos. The 
effectiveness of the proposed method was successfully tested on 
1,120 personal photos selected from standard MPEG-7 Visual 
Core Experiment 3 (VCE-3). Extensive experimental results 
showed that the proposed method improves annotation accuracy 
by at least an order of magnitude, compared with conventional 
FR-based approaches. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors 
H.3.1 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Content Analysis 
and Indexing – Indexing methods; I.5.4 [Pattern Recognition]: 
Application – Computer vision. 

General Terms 
Algorithms, Management, Experimentation, Performance 

Keywords 
Face annotation, Personal Photos, Context, Face Recognition. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
With the increasing proliferation of digital cameras, our daily life 
can be easily captured, stored, browsed, and shared. As a result, 
we have richer and ever-increasing resources of personal photos 
offered via Web services. Due to the significant increase of the 
amount of personal photos, a strong need has been emerged for 

automatic indexing. The most important and common entries for 
indexing personal photos are ‘who’, ‘where’, and ‘when’ in that 
order. Since most people usually organize collections of photos 
on the basis of some particular persons of interest (e.g., photos 
including their friends) [1], finding ‘who’ on personal photos is 
one of the most promising applications in MIR. 

To index and retrieve personal photos based on an understanding 
of ‘who’ is in the photos, annotation (or tagging) of faces is 
essential. However, manual face annotation by users is a time-
consuming and inconsistent task that often imposes significant 
restrictions on exact browsing through personal photos containing 
their interesting persons. As an alternative, automatic face 
annotation solutions have been proposed. So far, conventional FR 
technologies have been used as main part to index people 
appearing in personal photos [2]. However, it is still far from 
satisfactory performance since faces on personal photos are 
usually captured under uncontrolled conditions, such as 
illumination, pose, and resolution changes [3].  

To overcome the limitations of traditional FR-based annotation, 
several attempts have been made to apply contextual information 
to annotation of faces on personal photos [4-7]. Previous 
approaches primarily focused on utilizing person’s clothes as 
discriminate person-identity feature to train classifier. They 
assumed that a person’s clothes is usually the same between 
personal photos taken in a short period of time (e.g., in a day). 
However, one significant disadvantage is that these methods are 
only feasible for a group of photos taken within a short period of 
time since discrimination power of clothes features is limited to 
specific duration of time. Further, due to the high cost of manually 
labeling training data for the recognition of clothes, previous 
methods are often ineffective in case of a shortage of labeled data. 
Therefore, the problem of fully integrating context of photos with 
FR technologies in order to improve annotation performance still 
remains unsolved. In this paper, we propose a novel face 
annotation method that systematically and automatically combines 
(or leverages) context information about time and space (or 
background) of personal photos with conventional FR 
technologies. In the proposed method, traditional FR techniques 
can take benefits to improve annotation accuracy by taking into 
account context information. In addition, in contrast to previous 
research in this field, our method requires no training data labeled 
by hand from photos. From a practical point of view, it is highly 
desirable in most cases with a shortage of labeled data. 

The proposed method largely consists of three steps: situation 
clustering based on contextual information, person clustering with 
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efficient fusion of person-identity features, and face recognition 
for the purpose of annotating faces on personal photos. Using 
context-based situation and person clustering, we can obtain a 
useful group, called ‘person cluster’, of multiple facial images that 
belong to the same person. In the practical FR applications, 
although facial traits are extracted from the same person, they may 
be varied significantly due to practical problems like changes in 
illumination and pose. Multiple facial images of the same person 
allows for FR methods to overcome those limitations by 
combining their multiple evidences [8-9]. Multiple facial images 
included in each person cluster are to be annotated by 
conventional FR methods in conjunction with effective 
information fusion strategies. Three representative subspace FR 
methods are adopted as FR framework in the following: Principal 
Component Analysis (PCA or “eigenfaces”) [10], Fisher-Linear 
Discriminant Analysis (FLDA or “fisher-faces) [11], and Bayesian 
(“Probabilistic eigenspace”) [12]. Also, feature and measurement-
level fusion strategies are used to efficiently take advantages of 
multiple facial features per person. To demonstrate the propose 
face annotation approach, we perform extensive experiments with 
personal photos used in the standard MPEG-7 VCE-3 [13]. From 
the VCE-3 database, 1,464 facial images were extracted from 
1,120 photos (a single picture may contain multiple facial images) 
and 54 persons were appeared in the 1,120 photos. In addition, to 
avoid the problem of constructing a training set by manually 
indexing faces on photos, Generic-Learning (GL) [14] based 
subspace FR approaches are applied to the proposed method. For 
the construction of a generic training set, two public CMU PIE 
[15] and FERET [16] face datasets were used. It was shown that 
the proposed method outperforms traditional FR-based 
approaches by a significant margin in terms of annotation 
accuracy. 

The rest of paper is organized as followings:  Section 2 overviews 
the proposed face annotation system; Section 3 in detail describes 
situation and person clustering methods; Section 4 briefly reviews 
subspace-based FR methods; the proposed annotation method 
based on feature or measurement-level fusion strategies using 
multiple facial images per person cluster is derived in Section 5. 
Section 6 presents and discusses extensive experimental results. 
Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 7. 

2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW 
The proposed face annotation method consists of three steps: 
context-based situation clustering, person based clustering, and 
face recognition using multiple facial images included in each 
person cluster. In contrast to other FR based applications (e.g., 
surveillance security and law enforcement), annotation of faces on 
personal photos can gain beneficial properties from time and 
space contextual information due to the following facts: 1) a 
sequence of photos taken in close proximity of time has relatively 
stationary visual context [4], e.g., face and clothes; 2) one would 
tend to take several pictures in a fixed place [1].   

Figure 1 shows the overall procedure of the proposed method. A 
series of input photos is first aligned in taken-time ascending 
order in which time stamp of EXIF [17] camera metadata is 
utilized. Then, input photos are clustered into several situation 
clusters by using time and visual differences, i.e., space-related 
visual context, between two photos placing adjacent in time order. 
From photos contained in each situation cluster, both facial and 

associated clothes regions are detected and then feature associated 
with faces and set of low-level features of clothes are computed to 
generate person-identity features. In a given situation cluster, the 
face and corresponding clothes features are combined by weighted 
linear combination according to their confidences. By using 
fusion of person-identity features, similar facial images in a given 
situation are merged into a single person cluster.  

In the FR step, multiple facial images from each cluster are 
projected onto feature subspace [11] to obtain low-dimensional 
feature representations. Multi-features of the same person are then 
combined using feature or measurement-level fusion strategy for 
improved correct matching with face feature of a target person. 
Photos containing facial images in each person cluster are 
annotated as a target person with minimum distance or maximum 
probability (or confidence). Each step will be in detail explained 
in the following sections.  

 
Figure 1. Overall procedure of the proposed framework for 

annotating faces on personal photos 

3. CLUSTERING METHODS 
3.1 Contextual Information Based Situation 
Clustering  
In general, people tend to take several photos in a fixed or nearby 
places. Thus, two or more photos taken in close proximity of time 
often contains stationary visual contexts in foreground, 
background, or both. The visual difference among photos lying in 
small time interval is often caused by changes in foreground and 
background: foreground changes are caused by different poses or 
position of the same person and background changes are caused 
by different camera position or settings such as zoom distance and 
use of the flash. 
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In this paper, situation-based photo clustering technique is used to 
make efficient use of time and space context of photos. We define 
“situation cluster” as a collection composed of visually similar 
photos taken at approximately the same time. In a single situation 
cluster, one person would also appear once or more. Also, it is 
highly likelihood that there would be no changes in the person’s 
appearance including clothes and hair. As a result, situation-based 
photo clustering can provide an effective way to incorporate 
person’s clothes as person-identity features. We will now describe 
in detail the proposed situation clustering method. 

Let { }N
p

2
p

1
p I,,I,I K=P  be a set of N  input photos including a set 

of person to be annotated. Time context can be extracted from 
“TakenDataTime” tag [17] of EXIF header of each photo .Ip

i  

Visual context of i
pI  are represented as multiple low-level 

features, such as color and texture, which are extracted from each 
photo. Let { }N

t
2
t

1
tt z,,z,z K=Z  and { }N

v
2
v

1
vv Z,,Z,Z K=Z  be 

sets of time and visual features of N  input photos, respectively. 

Note that i
vZ  is also a set consisting of iM  low-level features of  

thi  photo i
pI  such that  { }.z,,z,zZ v

2
v

1
vv

iMi K=  

Before measuring time and visual differences between different 
photos in ,P all features in tZ  and vZ  are arranged in taken-
time ascending order to efficiently detect situation change 
boundary. The similarity matching is performed with two 
neighboring photos. We define time dissimilarity function 
( )I,I( 1

pptime
−iiD ) that measures time difference between current 

photo i
pI  and previous photo 1

pI −i  

,
)zzlog(

)I,I(
max_time

time
1

tt1
pptime D

C
D

i-i
ii +−

=−  (1) 

where  )log(⋅  is a time scale function, timeC  is a constant to 

avoid zero as input of logarithm scale function, and maxtime_D  is a 
maximum time difference. In Eq. (1), time dissimilarity 

)I,I( 1
pptime
−iiD  is properly scaled so that it can be less sensitive to 

a large time difference. In addition, visual difference between i
pI  

and 1
pI −i  is measured as 

,)z,z()z,z()I,I(
1

vvvv Zz,Zz
vvvv

1
ppvisual ∑

−∈∈

− ×=
inim

nmnmii DwD  (2) 

where  )z,z( vv
nmD  denotes dissimilarity value between visual 

feature components in i
vZ  and corresponding ones in 1

vZ −i  and 

)z,z( vv
nmw  is an weighting value that controls importance for 

respective visual feature. It can be adaptively determined 
according to the visual semantics of photos [18].  

It is reasonable to assume that smaller time difference is often 
accompanied with smaller visual difference between adjacent 

photos. To reflect this characteristic, we combine time and visual 
differences as following 

( ).)I,I()I,I(exp)I,I( 1
ppvisual

1
pptime

1
pptotal

−−− ×= iiiiii DDD  (3) 

In Eq. (3), exponential function is used to combine time and 
visual difference so that resulting total difference value would be 
more reduced at smaller difference value, while more boosted at 
higher one. This function would make it easy to threshold the 
photos to be a situation change boundary by emphasizing both 
smaller time and visual difference. To see if situation change 
boundary exist between i

pI and ,I 1
p
−i  we need to compare 

),I,(I 2
p

1
ptotal

−− iiD  ),I,(I 1
pptotal
−iiD  and ).I,(I p

1
ptotal

iiD +  If the thi  

photo i
pI  is a situation change boundary, )I,(I 1

pptotal
−iiD  should 

have a peak value among three dissimilarity values.  

2
pIi-

Time

totalD

Situation change boundary

1)-(i )(i 1)( +i 2)( +i

1
pIi- i

pI 1
pI
+i 2

pI +i

 
Figure 2. Illustration of the situation change detection. Given 5 

sequential photos, thi  photo denoted by i
pI  is a situation 

boundary due to the largest sum of time and visual differences 
between adjacent th)1( −i  and th)1( +i  photos denoted as 1

pI −i  

and ,I 1
p
+i  respectively. 

Figure 2 illustrates overall procedure of detecting a situation 
change boundary in a sequence of 5 photos. Based on a peak 
value at thi  photo ,Ip

i  the situation boundary is detected as 
following 

( ),)I,(I)I,(I)I,(I p
1

ptotal
1

pptotal
1

pptotal
iiiiii DDD +−− Δ+Δ×> β  

subject to 0)I,(I 1
pptotal >Δ −iiD  and ,0)I,(I p

1
ptotal <Δ + iiD  

(4) 

where ),I,(I)I,(I)I,(I 2
p

1
ptotal

1
pptotal

1
pptotal

−−−− −=Δ iiiiii DDD  

)I,I( p
1

ptotal
iiD +Δ  is defined as similar to ),I,(I 1

pptotal
−Δ iiD  and β  

is a threshold to correctly detect situation changes [18].  

3.2 Person Clustering with Fusion of  
Person-identity Features 
3.2.1  Person-identity feature extraction 
In the person clustering method, face and clothes information are 
used as person-identity features so as to group multiple facial images 
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of the same person in a given situation cluster. In order to extract 
person-identity features from a photo, the region of face is first 
detected, and then associated clothes region is extracted by using the 
position of detected face region. From a lot of observations, a 
heuristic rule was derived: the location of clothes region is 
determined by 18 lines below the region of face and the appropriate 
size of clothes is 32 by 32 pixels. It should be noted that clothes 
information is not available if faces are located at the extreme 
margin of the photo, or two different faces are too narrowly located 
that leads to severe occlusion of clothes regions between different 
persons. For obtaining feature representation of detected face, any 
state-of-art FR technologies can be applied.  Unlike the face, color 
and texture characteristics are employed for feature representation of 
detected clothes. This can be attributed to the fact that the clothes 
are commonly designed according to colors and shapes.  

3.2.2  Person clustering  
The objective of person clustering is to merge several facial 
images that belong to the same person into a single cluster. As a 
result, all of facial images in a given situation cluster are 
decomposed into several groups, each of which is correspond to 
individual person. Now, we will describe person clustering 
method, let i

faceI  and i
clothesI  be facial and corresponding clothes 

images of thi  person included in a given situation cluster. Further, 

let { }iii
clothesface F,f=F  be a set of person-identity features of thi  

person. Here, i
facef  denotes face feature of i

faceI  and i
clothesF  

denotes a set of color and texture features of  i
clothesI  such that 

{ },f,fF texturecolorclothes
iii =  where i

colorf  and i
texturef  stand for color 

and texture features of clothes, respectively.   
Unsupervised clustering scheme is suited to person clustering 
since there is no prior information about possible persons 
appeared in a given situation cluster. As such, Hierarchical 
Agglomerative Clustering (HAC) method is applied for person 
clustering. The HAC was well-known to be effective unsupervised 
clustering method. For HAC method, we first should define 
dissimilarity between different person-identity features. 
Dissimilarity between iF  and jF  of thi  and thj  persons is 
defined as 

),f,f(

)f,f()f,f(),(

texturetexturetexturetexture

colorcolorcolorcolorfacefacefacefaceperson

ji

jijiji

Dw

DwDwD

⋅+

⋅+⋅=FF

 

(5) 

where   )f,f( facefaceface
jiD  is a function that measures dissimilarity 

between  i
facef  and j

facef  of face features, )f,f( colorcolorcolor
jiD  and 

)f,f( texturetexturetexture
jiD  are function that measure dissimilarity 

between color and texture features of clothes, respectively. In Eq. 
(5), ,facew ,colorw  and texturew  are weighting values to control 
importance of the facial and clothes features (color and texture), 
respectively. To efficiently determine clustering threshold, 

),(person
jiD FF  should be normalized and rescaled to have the 

same range from 0 to 1. 

By using ),,(person
jiD FF  the HAC based person clustering is 

carried out according to the following steps: 
(1) For a given situation cluster, HAC starts with all 

singleton clusters kC . If there are H  sets of person-
identity feature in a given situation cluster, 
corresponding H  person clusters ),,1( Hkk K=C  
are created at initial state, each of which is composed of 
one person-identity feature set denoted by .kF  

(2) Calculate the dissimilarity ),(cluser nmD CC  between 

two clusters of mC  and ,nC  where Hnm ≤≤ ,1  and 
.nm ≠  

∑ ∑
∈ ∈

⋅

⋅
=

m
i

n
j

nm
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D
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CF CF
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FF

CC

,),(

1),(
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where  
m

NC  and 
n

NC  denote the number of person-

identity feature sets included in the two clusters of  mC  

and ,nC  respectively. 

(3) Find the nearest two clusters, denoted as m′C  and ,n′C  
as follows 

),(minarg),( cluser, nmnm D
nm

CCCC
cc

=′′ and 

.nm ≠  
(7) 

(4) Merge the two nearest clusters into one cluster as being 
nmm ′′′ ∪= CCC  and removing .n′C  

(5) Repreat (2), (3), and (4) steps until ),(cluser nmD CC  is 
smaller than a pre-defined clustering threshold as 
stopping criteria. 

One situation cluster

Iteration=0

Iteration=1

Iteration=2

Iteration=3

Iteration=4

1F 2F 3F 4F 5F 6F

1C 2C 3C 4C 5C 6C

1C 2C 3C 4C 5C

3C1C 2C 4C

1C 2C

1C

3C

2C

1
faceI 2

faceI 3
faceI 4

faceI 5
faceI 6

faceI
 

Figure 3. Illustration of HAC based person clustering method 
using the person-identity features of the fusion of face and 

peripheral clothes associated with it. 
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Figure 3 shows examples of HAC based person clustering method. 
In Figure 3, we assume that the number of clusters at initial state 
is  .6=H  At the final iteration, 5 facial images ( )51,Iface ≤≤ ii  

are grouped into 1C  person cluster, while  6
faceI  is assigned to 

6C  person cluster.  It should be noted that final person clusters 
contain only facial images in Figure 3. Although clothes features 
are strong cue in groupings facial images that belong to one 
person in a given situation, they are no longer valuable for 
annotating face since face annotation process can be done in all 
photos taken at arbitrary time. From resulting person clusters, we 
can obtain multiple facial images that belong to the same person, 
which allows conventional FR methods to take benefits from 
effective information fusion strategies to annotate faces. Before 
detail explanation of face annotation using multiple cues, 
subspace FR methods will be briefly reviewed in the following 
section for completeness. 

4. BRIEF REVIEW OF SUBSPACE FACE 
RECOGNITION METHODS 
Among many FR technologies, subspace FR methods are the most 
popular due to simple implementation and reliable performance. 
In subspace FR methods, 2-dimensional facial image faceI  is first 
transformed into 1-dimensional face vector x  (in the form of a 
column vector by lexicographic ordering of the pixel elements of 
I),  where DR∈x  and DR  denotes D -dimensional real space. 
The most of subspace FR methods is separately divided into 
training and testing phases. In the training stage, faceI  is first 
rescaled into the prototype template size to be used for creation of 
face vector x. With a formed training set (or a generic training set 
[14]), feature subspace is trained and constructed. Rational behind 
in the feature subspace is to find a projection matrix Φ  by 
optimizing criteria, which produces a lower dimensional feature 
representation x,f TΦ=  where ,f FR∈  ,DF <<  and T  
denotes transpose operator of matrix.   

For testing unknown facial images, let { }G
ij 1

g
=

=G  be a gallery 

(or target) set, which is a set of  G  registered face vectors ig  of 

known individuals, where .D
jg R∈  Let p  be an unknown face 

vector to be identified, denoted as probe (or query). In the testing 
stage, both jg  and p  are projected onto feature subspace to get 
corresponding feature representations as following 

jj
gf T

g Φ=  and p,f T
p Φ=  (8) 

where  ,fg
F

j
R∈  ,fp

FR∈  and .1 Gi ≤≤  A nearest neighbor 

classifier is then applied to determine the identity of p  by 

comparing the distance between 
jgf  and pf  in the feature 

subspace. 

5. CLUSTERED PERSON BASED 
SUBSPACE FACE RECOGNITION 
From person clustering method in Section 3.2, we can obtain a 
group of multiple facial images per person. In the practical FR 
applications, the advantage of multiple facial images of the same 
person is obvious [8-9]. This is due to the fact that it can provide 
reasonable protection by eliminating the noisy information to 
certain degree. From this perspective, FR with efficient fusion 
strategies is expected to be more robust to pose and illumination 
variations. The most popular combination strategies are feature-
level and measurement- (or confidence-) level fusions [8]. To 
describe face annotation based on subspace FR with two 
combination strategies in the following sections, we first 
introduce necessary notation.  Let i

kp  be a face vector of the  thi  

facial image included in the thk  person cluster  ,kC  where kC  

consists of kN  facial images so that .1 kNi ≤≤  Let  jg  be a 

face vector of the thj  enrolled facial image in the target set to be 
annotated, where  .1 Gj ≤≤  Finally, we define a function )(⋅l  
that returns identity label of a input face vector. 

5.1 Feature Level Fusion 
In the biometric recognition, when given multi-feature of one 
biometric traits, feature-level fusion was known to be effective to 
provide better performance than other levels of fusion methods 
[8]. Under feature-level integration method, we can compute a 
representative face feature vector as an simple average of the 
individual face feature vector included in the person cluster  .kC  

Each face feature vector for i
kp  can be computed as 

,pf T i
k

i
k Φ=   (9) 

where  Φ  denotes feature subspace in subspace FR methods and 
i
kf  is a lower-dimensional face feature vector for .pi

k  And then a 

representative face feature vector for  kC   is computed as 

.f1f
1
∑

=

⋅=
kN

i

i
k

k
k N

 (10) 

Using Eq. (10), each kf  for corresponding person cluster kC  is 

calculated. The identity of facial images i
kp ( kNi ≤≤1 ) in kC  is 

determined by finding the smallest distance as 

)(g)(p *j
i
k ll =  and ||,ff||minarg

1

*
jk

G

j
j −=

=
 (11) 

where  jj gf TΦ=  and |||| ⋅ denote a distance metric. From Eq. 

(10), facial images included in kC  are indexed to a person 

identity ).(g *jl  
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5.2 Measurement Level Fusion 
In the measurement-level fusion method, each i

kp  ( kNi ≤≤1 ) 
outputs respective decision score which represents the confidence 
degree of the corresponding decision index (or identity). In the 
subspace FR, the distance between i

kp  and )1(g Gjj ≤≤  can 
be adopted as decision score measures. By using consolidation of 
computed decision scores, we determine identity of a group of 
facial images assigned to each person cluster .kC  Let ij

kd  be a 

associated distance between i
kp  and jg  in the feature subspace, 

where kNi ≤≤1  and .1 Gj ≤≤  The computed distance ij
kd  

should be normalized with zero mean and unit standard deviation 
to transform these distances to the same range, that is 

,
σ

udd
ij
kij

k
−=   (12) 

where u  and σ  are the mean and variance of all distances ,ij
kd  

,1 kNi ≤≤  and .1 Gj ≤≤  Using Eq. (12), the normalized 
distance matrix computed between all facial images that belong to 

kC  and all target facial images jg ( Gj ≤≤1 ) can be defined as 
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In order to convert normalized distances to confidence values, a 
sigmoid activation function [19] is used as  

,
)exp(1

1
ij
k

ij
k d

c
+

=   (14) 

where  ij
kc  is a confidence value of the corresponding decision 

score .ij
kd  And then a unit of sum normalization is applied to 

estimate the posterior probability as following 

( ) ,p|)(g)(p

1
∑

=

== G

j

ij
k

ij
ki

kj
i
k

c

cp ll   
(15) 

where  ( )i
kj

i
kp p|)(g)(p ll =  denotes probability that a face 

vector i
kp  belongs to the thj  target person. To combine each 

posterior probability computed from Eq. (15), sum-rule [8] is used 
to compute sum of posterior probabilities, that is 

( )∑
=

==
kN

i

i
kj

i
k

j pp
1

sum p|)(g)(p ll   and .1 Gj ≤≤  (16) 

In Eq. (16), jpsum  represents probability that all facial images 

included in kC  belong to thj  target person. The identity of 

i
kp ( kNi ≤≤1 ) is then determined by choosing the one with the 

largest posterior probability, that is 

)(g)(p *j
i
k ll =  and .maxarg sum

* j

j
pj =  (17) 

6. EXPERIMENTS  
To demonstrate the performance of the proposed face annotation 
method, 1,120 personal photos of the MPEG-7 VCE-3 standard 
database were used for test set. Photos in VCE-3 data set stem 
from contributions by several participants of the MPEG-7 VCE-3 
who had taken the photos. The VCE-3 also provides 
corresponding Ground Truth (GT) set for the database that 
contains the eye position of all the person appeared in each photo. 
Since the focus of this paper is in the recognition for face 
annotation in the personal photos and not face detection, all facial 
images are manually cropped from test photos using eye positions 
provided by GT set. Total 1,464 facial images corresponding to 
54 persons were used to evaluate face annotation performance. 
Figure 4 shows some examples of test photos as well as cropped 
face and clothes. To carry out experiments under GL based 
subspace FR, we construct a reasonable-sized “generic” DB 
collected from two well-known face DB: CMU PIE and FERET. 
To construct a generic training set, total 4,474 facial images from 
887 subjects are collected. For this, 2,856 frontal view images of 
68 subjects (42 samples/subject) is collected from CMU PIE. 
From FERET DB, the 1,618 frontal view images of 809 subjects 
(2 samples/subject) are collected from ‘fa’ and ‘fb’ sets [16]. 

 
Figure 4. Examples of personal photos used in our experiments. 
The cropped faces and corresponding clothes are placed to the 
right side of each original photo. Each cropped facial image is 

rescaled to the size of 56 x 46. 

In the situation clustering, we used five MPEG-7 visual 
descriptors for visual context of photos: ‘Color Structure’ (CS), 
‘Scalable Color’ (CS), ‘Color Layout’ (CL), ‘Edge Histrogram’ 
(EH), and ‘Homogeneous Texture’ (HT) descriptors of the 
MPEG-7. The 1,120 photos were divided into 25 situation groups 
by using context information about time and space of test photos. 
For person clustering, person-identity features were obtained by 
using traditional FR methods and MPEG-7 visual descriptors. For 
facial feature, principal components in ‘eigenface’ FR method are 
employed; for clothes feature, the MPEG-7 CS and EH 
descriptors are used for color and texture of person’s clothes. 
Further, the MPEG-7 ‘Illumination Invariant Color Descriptor’ 
(IICD) was combined with CS to obtain more robust color feature 
to illumination variation. In the person clustering, in order to 
achieve the best fusion of face and clothes features, the feature 
importance values in Eq. (5) was differently set to a value ranging 
from 0.0 to 1.0 subject to .1texturecolorface =++ www  In our 
experiment, these weighting values were heuristically determined 
as ,59.0face =w  ,23.0color =w  18.0texture =w  that showed the 
best performance of person clustering.  
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To efficiently take the advantages from multiple facial images of 
one person, the performance of person clustering is critical in the 
proposed face annotation method. We measure the clustering 
performance using clustering error rate ( ε ) defined as  

∑
=

−⋅=
T

k k

kk

N
NN

T 1

true

,)(1ε      (18) 

where  T  is the total number of person clusters generated at a 
certain clustering threshold, kN  is the total number of facial 

images that belongs to the thk  person cluster, and true
kN  is the 

number of facial images of the true person in the thk  person 

cluster. Note that true
kN  is calculated using GT set in a given 

situation cluster. Figure 5 shows clustering error rate and 
corresponding number of person clusters with respect to different 
clustering thresholds using HAC method. From the result shown 
in Figure 5, we should consider following two important aspects 
to effectively incorporate resulting person clusters into the FR 
methods: 1) the number of clusters is inversely proportional to 
value of clustering threshold, i.e., the higher threshold produces 
the smaller number of clusters; 2) the clustering error rate is 
proportional to the clustering threshold. In the sense of minimum 
error rate, small clustering threshold could be reasonable to 
reduce error rate. However, in case of too small threshold, most of 
person clusters will contain small number of facial images so that 
we cannot take benefits from efficient combination of multiple 
facial images of the same person.  
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Figure 5. (a) Clustering error rate according to different 
threshold in HAC based person clustering. The ‘cross marks’ 

represent thresholds in which the number of clusters 
generated by HAC method is equal to true one of clusters 

generated by GT set. (b) The number of person clusters with 
respect to different threshold. 

To deal with this problem, our strategy is to select threshold in 
which the number of person clusters is equal to true one of 
clusters grouped using GT set. In a test set of photos, true number 
of person clusters by GT set is 88 over all situation clusters. To 
reach this number, from Figure 5, in case of using face feature 
only, clustering error rate ε  is 17.31% at threshold 0.22. On the 
other hand, in case of fusion of color and clothes features, ε  is 
significantly reduced to 3.61% at threshold 0.20. This result 
implies that when face feature is distorted due to different 
acquisition condition, the clothes features can play a crucial role 
in correctly grouping facial images assigned to each person in a 
given situation cluster.  
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Figure 6. (a) H-Hit rates with respect to three subspace FR 
methods. (b) H-Hit rates with respect to three subspace FR 

methods combined with context and measurement-level fusion. 
(c) H-Hit rates with respect to three subspace FR methods 

combined with context and feature-level fusion. 
To evaluate the performance of the proposed face annotation 
method, H-Hit rate [6] was measured. Given an unlabeled face 
query, a face annotation system generates a list of H  name 
candidates. If the true name of a query face is in the list, the face 
is said to be hit by the name list. Then H-Hit rate is compute as 
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average hit rate of all the face queries from the test photos when 
length H  of the candidate name list is given. In these 
experiments, the Best Found Correct Recognition Rate (BstCRR) 
[14] was adopted as H-Hit rate for pair comparison. It was known 
that correct recognition rate (CRR) is a function of feature number  
in subspace FR methods. BstCRR is the one with highest value 
corresponding to the optimal feature number which is found to 
comprehensively search all possible. For similarity metrices, 
Mahalanobis and Euclidean distances were used for PCA and 
FLDA, respectively. For Bayesian method, maximum posterior 
probability matching (MAP) was used. 

Figure 6 shows H-Hit rate comparisons from three different face 
annotation methods with respect to three different subspace FR 
algorithms. From Figure 6 (a), H-Hit rates at 1=H  resulting 
from traditional FR based face annotation are 62.62%, 67.36%, 
and 70.56%  from PCA, FLDA, and Bayesian, respectively. These 
results indicate that traditional FR methods cannot satisfy the 
requirement of ‘reliable automatic face annotation’ for personal 
photos. On the other hand, as can be seen in Figure 6 (b) and (c), 
face annotation methods combined with context of photos and 
information fusion strategies show much better performance 
compared to H-Hit rates shown in Figure 6 (a). Especially, in case 
of combination of context and feature level fusion, H-Hit rates at 

1=H  from PCA, FLDA, and Bayesian are enhanced as 92.62%, 
93.71%, and 95.15%, respectively. For comparison purpose, 
corresponding H-Hit rates at 1=H  are 87.90%, 88.25%, and 
91.87%  in case of integration of context and measurement level 
fusion. These results are very promising in that H-Hit rate at 

1=H  was achieved up to 95.15%, which means that most of 
faces on personal photos is exactly and automatically annotated 
through the proposed method.  

7. CONCLUSION 
Recently, FR technologies are being revisited toward MIR 
applications, such as tagging faces on snap-shot images and video 
clips in the Web. Especially, automatic face annotation for 
personal photos is one of the promising applications in the future. 
In this paper, we demonstrate that contextual information about 
time and space of personal photos effectively aids traditional FR 
technologies to correctly identity a given query face. In specific, 
the contextual information of photos allows FR methods to apply 
efficient information fusion strategies to multiple facial images 
that belong to the same person. In conclusion, our proposed face 
annotation method provides new insights for efficient integration 
of contextual information of multimedia contents with computer 
vision technologies.   
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